“New Bespoke Area Treatments”
Due to client demand here are some Treatments
you have asked for. We hope you like them.

The Eye’s…… If your eyes are starting to show the signs of
ageing. We can lift, open, brighten, improve dark circles
and bags. While helping to erase fine lines. This treatment
is worth a try. We recommend a treatment every 2 weeks

The Upper Lip...

When you start to notice fine lines on

your upper lip. Our lip treatment is highly effective, ask us
as to how we perform this treatment. You will need at least
3-4 and you do not notice changes for at least 3 months.
We recommend treatment every 2 weeks

The Décolletage…… This area cannot help but catch the
sun, so eventually the damage will show. We will do a
variety of different treatments, depending on the main
concerns of the skin We recommend treatment once a month
with an LED in-between is advisable

The Hand’s…… A super-duper treatment leaving your
hands as soft as silk, if dry hands our your issue, or we
can do more of an advance treatment with skin needling
that can make your hands look younger.

All treatments will be half an hour with your skin therapist & 30 minute LED .
This can be booked as a stand alone treatment at £70 or
Combine within your monthly skin treatment for an extra £40

Introductory Offer on Our TIME Treatments
Some Me Time and Going Out Time Special Offer £100 save £39
If you like our new treatments
Pre pay for 3 and get the 4th Treatment for FREE.
Some ME TIme…… This One hour treatment is all
about YOU while helping your skin. For when you
need some TLC and some me time. We will make
you skin brighter, fresher, lifted but you will leave
relaxed and refreshed. £139 60 mins

Going out Time …… For when you need your skin
to look fabulous. We will lift, tighten and brighten
your skin while leaving you with a very special
glow. Ready for your date, party or special
occasion. £139 60mins
We do recommend 3 treatments at least every 2 weeks
prior to your event to achieve the best results.

Diva Lash and Skin treatment Combo .
We can now combine a Skin Treatment with a
Diva Lash Treatment. This not only saves you
time but it will also save you some money.
It will take 90 minutes and you save £35.00 on
your Diva Lash .

